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Our system of government is based on checks and balances. The position of City Clerk is designed
to be an important separate body of the legislation, not an extension of the City Manager.
City Clerk duties are created by state law and local ordinances. Beaumont Municipal Code lists the
city ordinances governing the city clerk in section 2.08.010 – 2.08.040 and names the body of
government as: ''..a city council, city clerk, a city treasurer, chief of police, recorder, city attorney, …''
The city ordinances have not been updated since 1913 when Beaumont only had a few hundred
people.
When the Brown Act refers to the duties of the 'legislative body' they are referring to those officers
assigned to specific duties listed under California State Law. The duties of one legislative body can
not be transferred or assigned to the personal secretary of a separate legislative body.
California State Law lists the duties of the City Clerk under Government Code 40801 - 40814:
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40801: The city clerk shall keep an accurate record of the proceeding of the legislative body and the
board of equalization in books bearing appropriate titles and devoted exclusively to such purposes,
respectively. The books shall have a comprehensive general index.
40802: The city clerk is the accounting officer of the city and shall maintain records readily reflecting
the financial conditions of the city.
40804: The city clerk shall cause a summary of the city's financial report required by Section 53891,
in a form prescribed by the State Controller, to be published once in a newspaper of general
circulation, pursuant to Article 1 (commencing with Section 6000), chapter 1, Division 7, Title 1 of the
Government Code. If there is no such newspaper he shall cause copies of the statement to be posted
in three public places in the city designated by ordinance as the places for posting of public notices.
40806: The city clerk shall keep a book marked ''ordinances'' and record in it all city ordinances with
his certificate annexed to each, stating:
( a ) It is a true and correct copy of a city ordinance.
( b ) The ordinance number.
( c ) It has been published or posted pursuant to law.
40810: The city clerk is the ex officio assessor unless the legislative body provides for the
assessment and collection of city taxes by county officers or otherwise.
40811: The city clerk is the custodian of the city seal.
In the City of Beaumont the office of the City Clerk is ceremonial only. Page 33 of the Budget lists the
Staffing for the City Clerk Department as one (1) part time City Clerk with total wages of $2,000. The
current City Clerk is paid $34.50 every two (2) weeks.
The City of Beaumont has claimed that Shelby Hanvey is the 'Deputy City Clerk', but Hanvey is listed
on the Employee Rooster as 'Assistant to the City Manager' and all of Hanvey's salary and benefits
are derived from the City Manager Department. It is Hanvey that signs all documentation that should
only be verified by the city clerk.
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I called the City of Beaumont and asked for the 'City Clerk'. Hanvey came to the phone and said:
“This is Shelby.” I stated my name, date, time, and said: “This conversation is being recorded. State
your Name and Job Title”.
Hanvey immediately put me on hold again without disclosing her name and job title.
I am then transferred to the City Attorney and I say to him: “This conversation is being recorded.
State your name and Job Title”. The City Attorney then twice states: “You can't record me, it's a
federal crime”. Then he hung up.
A government employee on a government telephone line on the government payroll has no
expectations of privacy. It is unclear if the City Attorney was trying to intimidate me or if he simply has
no concept of the law.
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Ben

Flag as inappropriate

10:37 am on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Seriously, that's what their City Attorney said, "it's a federal crime"? 18 U.S.C. 2511(2)(d) permits
recording telephone calls with the consent of at least one of the parties involved. However,
Cal.Penal Code 632-638 makes California one of the 12 states that require the consent of all
parties involved. State crime, not Federal, and all he had to do was give verbal consent.
Interesting reaction.
Reply

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

11:16 am on Thursday, February 14, 2013
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Libi,
What exactly is your goal with this post? You start by declaring a thesis but then you really don’t
address the thesis. Your thesis is that “our system of government is based on checks and
balances” and then hint that the City Clerk is functioning to violate this system. The City Clerk is
not violating any of the codes you have listed. Further, the Brown Act specifically states that an
individual is not considered a legislative body but that is beside the point. You cannot impose
definitions declared in one piece of legislature into another without some sort of legislature to
bridge the two. But all of that is moot because that’s not really what I want to say.
This is exactly the type of behavior that I was referring to in your water bill patch. What type of
response do you expect from city workers when they are ambushed? If they stated their name
and position, what would you have done with this nugget of information? Take the recording to a
meeting? I guarantee that moment they hung up they were talking about the ‘psycho women on
line two.’ Then when you bring up the subject in a meeting they don’t take you serious. The
problem is again your tactics. If the point of your post was ‘there’s a problem and we need to fix it,’
then you failed because the take away message is the response to your ambush. Don’t believe
me? Notice that Ben only talked about the response you got and not the problem. You have to
change your tactics if you want results.
Reply

Libi Uremovic
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Flag as inappropriate

12:25 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

the position of the city clerk is to prevent forging of government documents and to
account for the finances - it's a 3rd set of eyes to help prevent the city manager and
finance director from conspiring against the people..
the city manager is stating to prosecution that hanvey is the 'deputy city clerk' and not his
personal assistant ..... the prosecution has come back to me to clarify the situation...this
is the clarification of the situation...
city workers are not being 'ambushed'...every audit is being printed for the public to
view...
the 'nugget of information' is that the city now refuses to acknowledge that hanvey is the

acting city clerk ... which means that they have to come up with another lie....

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

12:32 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

it also means that your city attorney is a loser....if he was a decent lawyer - or did his
homework - he would have recognized my last name and been smart enough to run the
other direction....
my brother was a lawyer, judge, and on the board of directors for the cali trial attorneys'
association for decades....taping phone conversations is standard procedure ....

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

1:32 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Calling a person at work with a tape recorder in hand and demanding them to state their
name and title is a lot like an ambush. She was expecting to assist a citizen with a
concern not filed attacks on her job title or duties as determined by her superiors.
I still have a hard time seeing how making personal attacks is a step toward anything
productive. If you called me a loser because I’m not threatened by you or your brother’s
occupation, I wouldn’t even bother spending the time on the phone to tell you anything. I
would just hang up on you. It would seem obvious to me that you don’t really have
anything important to say and that you just want push your weight around.
See how you still haven’t actually addressed the problem or a solution to it? The problem
you have is with the out of date codes that allows the city to operate like it did 80 years
ago. But instead of saying this you would rather just make personal attacks. Let’s have a
grown up discussion regarding the actual problem and propose some solutions maybe.

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

1:51 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

it's standard practice to state the date, time, and that the call is being recorded....if the
city clerk didn't know that fact the city attorney certainly should have....
people are afraid to identify themselves because they have something to hide....isn't that
right 'jolly'...

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

1:55 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Still on the phone thing eh? It’s a shame that your passion is squandered on the
superficial.

Ben

Flag as inappropriate

12:30 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

And I was only pointing out the lack of professionalism shown. The City Attorney should have
advised the employee to get back on the phone, calmly say "you do not have my permission to
record this conversation", and then ask if she can assist the caller within the scope of her duties.
Why the C.A. got on the phone and misquoted the law, or got on the phone to say anything at all,
is what I found odd. The City showed a lack of professionalism, true, but I fail to understand what
you were wishing to accomplish, Libi. What information were you after, and how would you use it?
I thought it was open knowledge about how Beaumont strangely has just a part time city clerk.
Reply

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

1:37 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

And what you pointed out was regarding something that doesn’t have anything to do with
the real problem. You may be right but my point is that Libi is stating some symptoms for
a deeper problem and instead of addressing the actual problem she directs the
conversation toward the symptoms. The tactics she employs are really without class and
don’t do anything to further any conversation regarding a real solution.

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

12:35 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

jolly, if someone called your job and told you they were taping the conversation and asked for
your name and job title....
.....would that freak you out...or would you just state your name and job title because you've got
nothing to hide....???
Reply

Washy

Flag as inappropriate

12:57 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Not Jolly but my reaction would be however I was trained to handle such things. If the city
says you are not to talk to anyone who is recording then I would do exactly what she did.
But our C.A. chased me down once saying "it is illegal to photograph or video me" I knew
then he graduated bottom of his night school law class!

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

1:58 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

I would just hang up on you. But that’s me. By the way, still not the real problem…

Ben

Flag as inappropriate

12:54 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

They have Karen Thompson listed as City Clerk, and Shelby Hanvey as both Administrative
Services Manager, and Deputy City Clerk. Now that is confusing. Makes it harder to pin the tail on
that donkey.
Reply

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

1:37 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Again, nothing to do with the real problem.

Washy

Flag as inappropriate

12:57 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

BTW isn't she the one we are paying 7-10k a year for schooling? And this is the job she is
doing?!?!?!?!
Reply

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

1:56 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Nothing to with the real problem.

Washy

Flag as inappropriate

2:49 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Actually it does, the real problem of SLOPPY BOOKKEEPING if that is her job. Often
times when there is "sloppy" bookkeeping over many years someone starts helping
themselves to a bit here and a bit there soon they have taken 581000 and when caught
there is still 81k IN THEIR DESK DRAWER (see MO State University and the school
bookstore)

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

12:00 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

Do you know if the “SLOPPY BOOKKEEPING” is her job? You phrase it as a question,
not a statement. How would her schooling have anything to do with this? If we are

investing in her it would seem to make a lot more sense to support her rather than
publicly bashing her competency, especially when you have no idea if it’s even her job.
She is trying to better herself and look how you’re treating her. You should be ashamed.
If you have a problem with her orders you should take it out with her boss, not her.

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

1:43 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Let me give it a whack.
The problem is out dated policies that force (or allow) the city officials to conduct business in a
manner that we do not agree with. We need to update these policies so that the city officials
conduct business differently. Where do we go from here? Any good ideas? Any pertinent
observations? Anything information that we use to inspire change in policy?
See how I’m addressing the issue and not attacking people? This is how you conduct yourself in a
manner to be taken seriously.
Reply

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

2:11 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

no, the problem is that our tax payer dollars are being pillaged....
there are a number of cities in cali that don't have a functioning city clerk's
department....banning is another...
this audit goes to the d.a.'s office and state attorney general because they prosecute in
this area...
the state needs to establish uniform accounting procedures for all cities and government
agencies and close the loopholes...
of course it's going to take the people to stop following blindly....and if we've learned one
thing in the last four years is that our elected and appointed officials are not going to stop
themselves....regardless of political party ....
you want to 'do something' then contact your local representatives and get some
legislation going to control the local governments....
feel free to walk your own walk and take matters into your own hands .... the citizenry of
beaumont asked me to step in ... why didn't they call you...?
maybe if you listed your actual name and picture your community would not think you're
just a planted pawn for your corrupt government....
it's too bad there's never been a printed news source with a honorable editor that would
have reported the violations of the brown act ....maybe your city wouldn't be in millions of
dollars in debt today if the printed press had ever existed in beaumont..

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

2:29 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Hey you’re starting to get the hang of it. Ok, so the only portion of your response that
isn’t attacking me, tooting your own horn, or just a statement of the symptoms again is
“the state needs to establish uniform accounting procedures for all cities and government
agencies and close the loopholes.” This is good. I think we can work with this. So now is
where you would come with some questions or ideas like “we need to change government
code such and such to say such and such.” Then we would give either suggestions or
point out possible errors in the newly proposed code. Isn’t this fun?! See how ambushing
city workers neither addresses the issue nor works toward a solution? All I does is label
you as busybody which causes people to discredit your ideas, whether they be good or
bad.
Why do you care who I am so much? Does it matter? I’m not saying anything good or bad
about the City. All I’m doing is pointing out that you may have a point but it’s getting lost
in your ego and tactics. All I’m trying to do is to get you to relive how you are acting so
you can actually make a difference rather than make a spectacle of yourself.

Jolly Roger
2:31 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Flag as inappropriate

Ooops… All IT does is …

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

3:09 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

one of the duties of the city clerk is to verify the deposits....every day the bank deposits are
thousands of dollars less than the general ledger...every day...
Reply

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

3:22 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

'...Why do you care who I am so much? Does it matter? ...'
because i find it interesting that our mayor and the former reporter/editor of a newspaper that
should have known and reported on this corruption a decade ago have disappeared......
.......and you've shown up......imagine that....
if you're afraid to reveal your id because of repercussions from the city ...you're not alone ....the
citizens of beaumont are persecuted by city officials for speaking out...
of course that's also something that the elected officials and the newspaper should have reported
on in the last decade....
this isn't a surprise...the city has been corrupt for a long time....but for some reason you've never
noticed the corruption...none of that bothered you at all...
there's some local organizations i'm sure you've never heard of....beaumont citizens for
responsible growth and beaumontgate.org....
Reply

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

11:51 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

Libi, I get the impression that you think I’m somebody that I’m not. If you knew who I was it
wouldn’t change a thing. Why? Because it doesn’t matter who I am. I’m nobody you know.
I have nothing to do with the city. My biggest concern is that Beaumont is developing a
reputation, not for its corrupt government (not that I think it is) but for its public meetings
that get high-jacked by “concerned citizens” turning the meetings into a theatrical
spectacle. The messages they convey are off topic, inarticulate, offensive, and
sometimes just down right mean. My posts have been directed toward your tactics, timbre
and presentation. I hope that you will start attacking the problems, not the people, and
propose solutions that are actually plausible.
As for Beaumont Citizens for Responsible Growth, BeaumontGate, and CVAN… These
are exactly what give Beaumont a bad name. I think they have good intentions but are
going about it in a really rotten way. CVAN, by the way, has a history of claiming they
know more than they do. They spread misinformation to further their own agenda. Stop
trying to be Erin Brockovich. Your not. And if you were, you would be all over that nitrate
thing in Cherry Valley.

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

5:22 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

'...you think I’m somebody that I’m not....'
we all know exactly who you are - you are the reason governments are corrupt ...you are
an enabler...

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

8:53 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

Libi, you haven’t a clue. If you’re so confident in whom I am just call me out. Say my
name. I don’t really care. You’re not going to do it because you don’t know who I am. I
find it interesting that that’s the only thing you felt you should respond to. The only
portion of my statement that isn’t relevant (my identity) does this mean that you agree
with the rest of my comment and therefore going to heed my advice?

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

3:28 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

here's the ex mayor of san diego ...facing prison at age 66....too bad for her......herd 'em up and
roll 'em out....
http://lajolla.patch.com/articles/ex-s-d-mayor-admits-1-billion-gambling-addiction-agrees-to-repay2-million
her husband was the co-founder of jack in the box, so it was more about greed than actual need
of money...
Reply

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

5:04 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

let's be perfectly clear - i am not the one that threw hanvey under the bus ...what i told
prosecution was that the office of the city clerk was ceremonial only - it was your city manager
that told prosecution that hanvey was deputy city clerk and responsible for all actions and duties
of the city clerk's office...
you city manager should have told them the truth - hanvey is his personal secretary and she's
only doing what he tells her to do.....
if hanvey is smart she'll turn states' evidence and cut a deal...they don't want her anyway - they
want the profiteers at the top....
..but hanvey will go to prison if she doesn't stand up for herself.....and it should be very clear to
her by this time that the city manger will sacrifice her to cover his own tracks....
Reply

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

11:52 pm on Thursday, February 14, 2013

And you solution is…….? Still waiting....

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

5:07 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

the solution is for the people to demand council to fire the finance director, city manager,
and remove urban logic from your city payroll...
..and if your council refuses then the people recall council...
and that YOUR JOB
YOU
YOU
YOU
now that you have been given specific direction - GO DO IT

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

8:48 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

Finally you provide a solution. Was that all that difficult? Is this the best solution? What’s
to stop the new people from acting just like these people? Let’s discuss a full solution so
that we can present it to the public and not look like a mob with pitchforks and torches out
for revenge.
You see, all I’m advocating for is productive conversation as opposed to bickering.

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

5:20 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

for others like jolly that don't seem to have a grasp on how governments work in a democratic
society i'll write it out for you the local governments are controlled by the people - they elected council to supervise the city
employees
when the city employees are pillaging the tax payer money they should be removed by council
IMMEDIATELY

when council ignores the corruption of their employees it is the duty of the citizenry to remove
council...
there are petition sights to start on-line petition drives ... maybe you guys can read up on the city
of bell to get an understanding of the duties of the people....
my job is to audit...and prosecutions' job is to prosecute...it's the job of the people of the
community to control their own employees and elected officials....
sitting around waiting for everyone else to do everything for you...that's not actually part of
democracy...that's the boomer's invention and the reason why our county is in massive debt...
Reply

Washy

Flag as inappropriate

5:51 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

Ahhh but we have a city council who has the history of just turning off the mic to the
public when they don't like what is being said. And if they do leave the mic on they are
rude and unprofessional by acting like they are doing paper work, whispering to one
another and outwardly laughing at the public.

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

9:00 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

They turn off the mic because people are acting in the manner that I’m referring to (see
above). If the people addressing the council start acting civilized with logical proposals
and concise statements then they would start taking these people seriously. This is what I
have been saying the whole time. Stop attacking people. Stop being rude. Stop making
suggestions that are haphazardly constructed. You don’t win the support of others when
it is apparent that you are acting like a fool. If you’re calm, composed, logical, and
articulate, you will win over the people especially if the council continues to act the way
you think they do.

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

11:26 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

jolly - this is america..our elected and appointed officials work for the people ...
your roll over like a whipped puppy mentality is why they are so brazenly pillaging the tax
payer dollars...

Washy

Flag as inappropriate

2:28 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

No I agree with Jolly and the two times (and one time mic was turned off) that I spoke to
our council I started with a polite greeting, stated what my issue was (they both are based
on the parking of vehicles in bike lanes) and asked if we couldn't have the PD ticket and
or tow cars out of the lanes, and said thank you for your time. The second time which was
almost a year later the mic was cut in the middle. They wouldn't look at the pictures or
watch the video of me almost getting killed by having to swing into traffic to avoid a
person opening their door.

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

3:58 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

the elected and appointed officials of the government are the servants of the people
...and just like in 'real life' when the employer says jump the employees either start
jumping or get off the payroll...
can you imagine someone telling their boss: 'i treat you like dirt and steal from the
company because you didn't talk nice enough to me'

Jolly Roger
9:39 am on Saturday, February 16, 2013

Flag as inappropriate

Yes Libi they are public servants. But if you treat your servants like trash they are going
to stop serving you with a smile. Lets try to be civil. That’s all I’m asking.

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

6:28 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

this explains the steps to recall council - http://www.ehow.com/how_2096901_recall-city-councilmember.html
i don't know this lawyer, but he's written some blogs about the function of government officers and
he might be willing to take on a class action lawsuit against urban logic, the city manager, and
finance director ...
Reply

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

9:18 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

We need to put together a list of reasons why we want the council recalled and also
maybe we should put together a strategy for what codes and laws need to be fixed. Now
we are getting somewhere.

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

11:23 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

not 'we'...
i am only paving the way for prosecution - once i'm done here i move on to anther
agency...
you need to study - you don't have an 8th grade concept of government ..

Jolly Roger

Flag as inappropriate

9:36 am on Saturday, February 16, 2013

Back on the insults I see. My comprehension of government should have anything to do
with this conversation because again what I’m advocating for this that you conduct
yourself in a respectful manner. You just can’t resist calling people names can you? It
really hurts your credibility and makes you sound very immature. Like I have been saying;
if you keep acting like an immature brat, nobody is going to care what you have to say.

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

10:02 am on Saturday, February 16, 2013

just because your head looks like a giant cabbage patch doll doesn't mean that people
have to talk to you like you're 4 years old....
your understanding of government and democracy is below an 8th level...you don't get to
call it an insult when it's the truth...

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

6:53 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

congressman darrell issa comment - '...ISSA: "Mr. Speaker, the loyal opposition is entitled to their
opinion but they're not entitled to their own facts"..'
it's time to end 'truthiness' ...reality isn't a 'debate'...
Reply

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

11:20 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

i don't know this lawyer, but he's written some blogs about the function of government officers and
he might be willing to take on a class action lawsuit against urban logic, the city manager, and
finance director ...
i forgot to include his website - http://www.michaelreiterlaw.com/municipal-law.html
Reply

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

11:29 am on Friday, February 15, 2013

i suggest everyone read the brown act and your state laws ...
'..PREAMBLE:
Public commissions, boards, councils and other legislative 54950 Ch. I
bodies of local government agencies exist to aid in the conduct
of the people’s business. The people do not yield their
sovereignty to the bodies that serve them. The people insist on
remaining informed to retain control over the legislative bodies
they have created....'
The people do not yield their sovereignty to the bodies that serve them.
Reply

Melissa Sanchez

Flag as inappropriate

12:52 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

I have a question. I saw on the City Council's Feb 19 agenda in the financial update listing that
their 6 month budget for the City Manager's salary was $369,000, which did not include
operational costs. Would that make his actual salary twice that amount?
Reply

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

1:48 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

the amount is for the entire city managers' department - not just the one person...yes,
that's how much they've spent in the last 6 months...
the numbers include the addition of what the city is coding on the general ledger as
'cigna' - but there is no cigna checks or automatic debits...
council salary is listed at $42,000, but council only receives $1,016.32 every two weeks
plus $400/month is paid out in health care benefits =$26,000 total...
the city attaches $3,592.77/month to the council budget under the guise of cigna...
city managers department salary runs $18,000 - 19,000/every two weeks, but the city
manager only pads his dept. with $1,03.18 cigna plug ... i guess the city manager isn't as
generous with pillaging his own dept. as he is with pillaging others...
hey police dept - city pads your payroll with a cigna plug of $45,000/month...
and how much has been spent on salaries in the city clerks' dept..??
$837.00 .... which proves that the city manager lies about hanvey being the deputy city
clerk ...

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

4:28 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

the financial update also list dept 1200 - administration - with payroll at $732,268 for 6
months, but this should be about $ about 573,000 including cigna....the cigna hit for this
dept is $8,000/month...
...which begs the question - where did the other $1/4 million ..???
this is the dept that has health benefits for urban logic employees hidden in the
back...maybe that has something to do with it...

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

2:03 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

the city left out dept 5050 - vehicle maintenance - this dept should have $67,000 in payroll
expenses including $449/month cigna...
...and dept 7100 and 7200 - the ghost departments...
dept 7100 - $80,000 payroll including $2,200/month cigna
dept 7200 - $280,000 payroll including $3,200/month cigna...that's a big fat ghost ..
Reply

Melissa Sanchez

Flag as inappropriate

3:38 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

Wouldn't that Cigna be workmen's comp?
Reply

Washy

Flag as inappropriate

3:47 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

No that would likely be State Fund

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

3:52 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

no - they're padding the payroll and calling it workers' comp too, but that's a separate
scam...
cigna is only on the general ledger - it never shows up on the check warrants ...
if the city had an excuse for the cigna transactions we would have heard it by now...or
they can inform the public right now why the payroll is padded with cigna expenses....
the city's excuses to prosecution and the press is that i don't have all the information but it's up to the city to provide the information and clarify their actions....

Washy

Flag as inappropriate

3:57 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

You keep saying prosecution...who is the prosecution at this point?
Reply

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

4:21 pm on Friday, February 15, 2013

locally - county auditor/controller, grand jury, d.a. special operations
state - auditor/controller, state dept. insurance commission, board of accountancy
federal - f.b.i.
i've got no complaints with any of them...everyone has gotten back to me fast and seems
to be doing their job...
i've still have to turn in the city attorney to the cali bar association, but i'm 'target
marketing' for the f.b.i right now...they like to go after the big dogs....me too...

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

5:44 am on Saturday, February 16, 2013

i left out the bank that handed the city $1/4 billion knowing there was no way to pay it
back...

Washy

Flag as inappropriate

5:47 am on Saturday, February 16, 2013

So not really prosecution so much as investigators (at this point). No body is being
prosecuted at this point......

Libi Uremovic

Flag as inappropriate

6:05 am on Saturday, February 16, 2013

prosecution has to do their own investigations, but the audit saves them hundreds of man
hours so they can use their resources to gather other information...
the reason i say 'prosecution' is because some investigative agencies don't want their
activities revealed ...

and yes, the city has gone to various agencies to try to stop the audit ......
...how's that working out for you good 'o boys ...???
the city can always have their city attorney get on the phone to wow them with his
'expertise' ...

Judy Bingham

Flag as inappropriate

8:33 am on Saturday, February 16, 2013

The same City Attorney that right before a City Council meeting served me with an adminstrative
warrant to search my property while Urban Logic's Dave Dillon and Ernie Egger stood behind him
laughing ? The same City Attorney who threatened to send 15 government agencies onto my
property and shut down my business if I spoke at another City Council meeting ?The same City
Attorney who said there was no conflict of interest with Urban Logic recommending projects to
Council as Directors of Planning, Economic Development, and Public Works and making a profit
on those same projects? This man needs to be reported to the Bar Association and stripped of
his ability to practice law. IMHO
Reply
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